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'Working with Conflict & Do No Harm' Training Workshop 

1- Introduction: 

. \ 

The purpose of this report is to provide information about the training workshop took 
place in Herat for Christian Aid (CA) Afghan partner organisations from 14 - 28 October 
1999. There were 26 participants from 7 Afghan NGOs, while 1 representative was from 
Planning Department and 1 from Abu Hanifa Orphanage. The Foreign Liaison office and 
the Governor office apologised for not being able to send their staff for the workshop, as 
they had very limited personnel hardly enough to carry out their routine duties. 

This workshop was the second one in Herat in 1999, as the previous one was 
conducted for Ockenden International for their community shura members in August 
1999 (the report has already been sent to UNDP). Contrary to the previous workshop, 
all participants in this programme were aid workers. Although, the participants were 
from different backgrounds, but the outcome of their group discussions were very close 
and similar to each other, which clearly shows the close contacts and well co-ordinated 
activities within the communities. 

Initially CA asked this workshop for female staff of its partner.NGOs to be held in 
Peshawar, but due to some practical measures it was decided later to organise it for 
CA's Afghan partner NGOs based in Herat. In this regard NPO/RRAA provided the 
venue for the workshop, while AMAA and DACAAR had respectively provided a large 
size white board and projector for the workshop held from 16 - 28 October. Other 
organisations took active part in the workshop through allowing their staff to attend tbe 
workshop. 

The workshop expenses including lunch and refreshment, stationery and photocopying 
were met by CPAU through UNDP contract AFG/96/002. 

A group photo of the participants, NPO/RRAA office, Herat, 28 October 1999. 
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12- Snapshot of the workshop 

2.1- Aim of the course: To broaden the participants' knowledge on concepts of war, 

·:.··· 

2.2- Venue: 

2.3- Date and Timing: 

conflict, and peace, to leam new skills and knowledge required for 
peacefully handling of conflict, and to explore ways to reduce the. 
negative impacts of aid on conflict situation. 

NPO/RRAA Regional Office in Herat 

16-28 October, 1999, 2-weeks full day workshop (08:30 -15:30 
hours). 

2.4- Participants: There ·were 26 participants including 1 representative from He rat 
Planning Department, 1 Arbab and Head of a local shura in Kushk 
district, and a Mawlawi Head of an Orphanage (the Orphage is 
supported by SIEAL sub-office in Herat). The Foreign Liaison and 
the Governor's office apologised for not being able to send their 
representatives to the workshop, as they were also invited to 
nominate their staff for the programme. 

2.5- The Workshop Structure: 

The course on WWC/DNH is ~nsisted of three main components: a)- concepts; 
b)- tools and; c)- skills. Various methodologies including plenary sessions, group 
works, and role-plays were used during the workshop .. 

2.5.1- Concepts included lecturing, plenary sessions, group works, and 
individuals points of views ·regarding issues such as war, conflict, violence, . 
peace (positive & negative), power, and identity. 

2.5.2- Tools were focusing on how to analyse a conflict highlighting diverse 
aspects and elements of a conflict that would resort to a violence action/reaction, 
and included the conflict square (pointing our compatible/incompatible goals & 
behaviours), conflict triangle (saying that each conflict has three elements: 
context, behaviqur, and attitude), conflict mapping (clearly shows that who are 
involved directly or indirectly in a conflict), conflict style (problem solving, 
compromising, accommodating, avoiding, and controlling), and fire analogy that 
depicts different stages of a conflict. 

2.5.3- Skills' development is one of the most focus for WWC/DNH training 
programmes, which includes communication skills, negotiation skills, and 
mediation skills. 

3- Opening of the workshop: 

At the opening of the workshop Mullah Ubaidullah Hallaj, Head of the Planning 
Department, thanked the organiser of the workshop for inviting him and a representative 
from the Planning Department. He also promised his co-operation not only with the 
organiser of the workshop, but with all NGOs working in Herat. Among the participants, 
in the very first day, a representative from Bakhtar Information Agency was also 
present. 

The news about the 2-week WWC/DNH workshop, through a representative from 
Bakhter Information Agency, was also published in the local newspaper ( dated 18 
October 1999) of ltefaq-e-/slam (being published twice a week, Mondays & Thursdays, 
please find attached a photocopy of it). Regarding a question asked from CPAU on how 
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/ 
,l female staff of aid organisations would benefit from such a course, it was mentioned to 

the journalist that: 

• .. so far CPAU has conducted many WWCIDNH workshops insides Afghanistan in Logar, Khost, 
Kabul and Herat. And the benefit of having it in Peshawar was that that CPAU's female resource 
persons would conduct It for Afghan women participated in the workshop .... " 

(Bakhter Information News Agency, Herat, 18 October 1999). 

3.1- What a surprising event was the introduction! 

After introducing CPAU to the participants and setting the ground rules for the 
workshop, the participants were asked to introduce themselves in pairs with one of their 
most pleasant memories for the past six months. A pair took the workshop participants 
to a complete surprise, as the two participants chorused that their most pleasant -
moment was the workshop itself, as they found out that they were cousins. The pair was 
Arbab Nairn Rahmani (Head of local shura in Kushk district) and Engineer Masoud 
Temory (Head of Engineer section, ARF), who found each other after almost sixteen 
year. They have heard about each other from their families, but they did not know 
anything of their whereabouts. They thought that their family members might be abroad. 
This shows, clearly, that how Afghan families have been tom apart and lost contacts 
even within their very own constituency as a result of the past tWo decades of ongoing 
war. It was not only a memorial event for the cousins, but for the whole workshop. 

3.2- Participants' vision: 

The participants were asked to reflect their vision for the coming 10-15 years regardihg 
their expect~tions for their constituencies. The participants worked in four groups, 
where three groups emphasised on the followings: 

• Education 
• peaceful environment for return of refugees 
• social justice, unity and peace under Islamic guidance 
• job opportunities and reliable income through rehabilitation of infrastructures. 
• promotion of mechanised agriculture and animal husbandry 
• consultation and closely work with shuras at different levels 

One group insisted very much on rehabilitation of Salma Dam, which would definitely provide 
enough irrigation water, electricity, and so on. At the end of the workshop the participants were 
again asked to review the aim of the course and their vision whether they are achieved or not. 
This group very frankly expressed that they were wrong, as we should not be trapped in taking 
into account the tools of development for the development of people which is furthering the path 
for sustainable peace 

Regarding the obstacles on achieving their vision the following points were mentioned as the 
most obvious ones: 

• Existence of land mines 
· • Continuation of bloody-war 

• Limited financial resources 
• The growing rate of inflation 
• Lack of unity as a whole In the country 
• Brain drain 
• Severe destruction of public facilities 
• Decline in the education sector and insufficient education infrastructure/system 
• Lack of proper communication with outside world {isolation) 
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One of the participants shares his group's views on how peace, unity and social justice brings 
physical rehabilitation of war damaged infrastructures in the country. 

3.3- Negative impact of war and role of aid organisations in delivering assistan.ce 

There was a brief presentation on wars, number of early 1990s intra-state wars, their 
root causes, and possibilities of reoccurring of wars. Then in order to give the 
participants a general view about ongoing/settled wars, they were asked to think about 
the negative social impacts of war the way that they have experienced in their 
living/working areas. They worked in smaller groups, and highlighted the negative 
impacts as follows: 

displacements and immigration • suspiciousness among people 
joblessness • Professionalism in fighting 
alienation from local culture and affect • Culture of superiority 
of foreign culture • Collapse of social connectors 
poverty and destitution • growing number of orphans & widows 
creation of mistrust environment • decline and Jack of, to an extent, mutual 
decline in education respect 
collapse of balance in social order • enhancing the spirit of taking revenge 
disrespect towards social and national • inhabited to resort to violence 
figures • missing 
disability & impairment • selfishness and arrogance 
loss of human resources • loss of religious and cultural heritage 
decline of the spirit of brotherhood, • brain drain and absence of 
kindness, and friendship knowledgeable people 
decline of sympathy and co-operation • lack of security and peace 
toward others • decline of the spirit of patriotism 
looting of national capital • increased number of addicted people 
collapse of people's unity and social corruption and 
loss of hope for having a good future misbehaviours 
decline of social cohesion/order • break out of different mental and 

psychological problems 
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On how the aid organisations can address the above-mentioned issues, the participants 
suggested the following points: 

• Implementation of rehabilitation and 
development programmes 

• Use of available human resource for the 
implementation of the aid assistance 
Employment of national expertise and 
organising training programmes 

• Reconstruction of educational infrastructure 
• Assisting the refugees in a way to 

encourage repatriation 
• Establishing and strengthening the local 

slmras to prevent further collapse of social 
cohesion. 

• Inclusion of well-known and 
compassionate people in t11e framework of 
shuras 

3!3- How can we address a conflict? 

• Utilising and training of tl1e youth, where it is 
possible 

• Organising services for disabled, widows and 
orphans 

• Working in consultation with people 
• Organisation of health and hygiene training 

programmes at the village level 
• Organising WWC courses directly with 

communities 
• Lobbying and work of creation of trust among 

poeple 
• Co-operation in resolving conflict with people 
• Publicity about peace, friendship/brot11erhood, 

and unity 
• developing t11e vocational training courses 

Under this session the emphasis was that we cannot avoid conflict, as we are 
surrounded by conflict through our lives. But how we can face and handle/ transform a 
conflict in a peaceful manner rather than resorting to violent actions. 

Arbab Nairn, one of the participants, mentioned that the conflict is not to be always in 
the same form as we have experienced. The returnees, particularly the young people 
who are not very much familiar with their local culture and tradition, cause many 
conflicts regarding the usage of the scarce resources. It is up to us to teach and 
transmit our positive cultural aspects to them. Otherwise we will forget about this 
ongoing conflict. He added that he sacrificed his own land to resolve a conflict between 
two villages. The dispute was between two villages on a piece of arid land, where there 
was no any slope for rain water towards either village that could ease the identification 
of the ownership. He further mentioned that these people are not aware of such 
indicators to resolve the existing or emerging problems. 

Having stated the above would clearly let us learn that still there are local capacities for 
peace among the people. By identifying these capacities, the aid organisations not only 
provide assistance to the most needy and affected-people but also to achieve their 

3 common goal of true development. 

3.4- Power, what is our power and how could we benefit from it 

The aim of this session was to create an understanding of how best the power could be used in 
relation to peace building and conflict transformation. 

The participants highlighted the following types of power associated with them: 

: :: ; : .: . :!·.: .• : : . 
. . > .. : : . : . 
.. . . .. 

. .•..•.• ,! 
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1d they can use their power to: 

• Let the people know about their possible role in the process of peace building 
• Create of an atmosphere of trust among people 
• Work closely with people to identify their real needs 
• Educate others about their positive role in further education of their children 
• Resolve existed or emerging conflicts through delivery of their assistance 
• Focus of better co-operation and co-ordination 
• Encourage others not to resort to violence. 

Regarding sources of power, as they experienced, they mentioned the points as below: 
• Talent 
• Knowledge 
• Money 
• Arms/ weapons 
• Land 
• Experience 
• Closeness to influebntial people 
• Social ties and social life 

3.! ~ ~gotiation, Mediation and Arbitration 

During this 
session the 
participants 
brain stormed 
about the 
difference 
between 
negotiation 
(only two 
parties are 
involved), 
mediation 
(where a third 
party would 
pave the way 
for f::~ce to face 
ne ( 3tion and 
would not, in 
any case, 
make any 
decision), and 
arbitration 
(where an . 
authorised third 
body would 
make 
decisions). It 
was cleared that 

Mawlawi Wahab Atayee illustrates graphically the relation between a speaker and a listener. He 
also associates good listening with some holy verses of Quran , Hadith and quotes from other 
Islamic leaders and scholars. 

the ultimate goal of mediation (shuttle mediation) is face to face mediation, where the mediator 
steps out and pave the way for direct negotiation of two sides. Through these sessions there 
were many exercises on communication skills such as good and bad listening, one and two 
way communication. 
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3.5.1- Traditional systems of conflict resolution 

Based on a real case, which was presented by Arbab Nairn, there was a role-play regarding an 
ongoing conflict between two villages and the role of the local shura. During the role-play it was 
clearly pointed out that the local shuras were very interested in settling the conflict and 
preventing it from further escalation. At the end it was also highlighted that the most of the 
shuras, who were trying to resolve a conflict, very much like acted arbitrators and imposing 
their decisions, by all possible means. The facilitators took further their reflection on the role
play to analyse the traditional systems of conflict resolution through SWOT analysis. The 
SWOT was a very heated and contentious debate among the participants. However, the result 
of the SWOT is shown as below: 

Strengths: 

• Having trust of people 

• Taking just decisions 

• Vested interest in solving the existed or 
emerging problems 

• Local structure 

• Preventing the escalation of a 
dispute/conflict 

• Honesty and faithfulness of shura members 

• Patience and dedication 

• Understanding local language, culture and 
traditions 

• Being very much active and persuasive in 
reaching to an agreement to end a dispute 

• Accessibility 

• Economic 

• Recognition of their effectiveness by some 
local authorities 

Opportunities: 

• Possibility of compromise between t110se 
engaged in a conflict 

• Highlighting common points 
• Reducing the feeling of taking revenge 
• Presence of compassionate and well 

informed people (local capacities for peace) 
• ·Restoring broken relations 
• Representing vast group of people 
• Possibility of just decisions 
• becoming a well know righteous entity 
• creation of a trustful environment 
• preventing t11e reoccurring of the disputes 

and incidents 

3.6- Do No Harm 

Weaknesses: 

• Lack of executive power 

• Taking side/biased to one side 

• Insufficient understanding among the 
members 

• low level pf education and literacy 

• unjust decisions 

• considering tribal ties 

• selected members (not elected) 

• not registering the decisions and not 
keeping written records of their decisions 

• most of the time identifying that who is 
right or wrong rather than analyzing the 
problems 

• always the shuras happen to gather after an 
incident has happened 

• lack of a pem1anent and proper place for 
t11e shuras meetings and gathering. To some 
extent, mosques and houses of Arbabs and 
Khans work as a place for the shura 

Threats: 

• Presence of armed people 
• Being affected by influential people 
• Lack of powerful and authorized local 

authorities 
• Rejection of shuras' decision by local 

authorities 
• Lack of people's support 
• Rejection of the decisions by the two or 

more sides engaged in a conflict 
• Insufficient security and safety for shura 

members 
• Inclusion of dishonest people or those 

whose benefit rely on the continuation of a 
conflict 

This part of the workshop was structured in a way to be a combination of tools and concepts. 
First it was a bit difficult and unexpected to accept by some of the participants the aid even had 
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a negative impact, while they carried out their duties and assigned task in a very tough time, 
when the people were in an urgent need for aid. The introduction of analytical framework eased 
this misunderstanding. As it could clearly describe that how aid and conflict were inter-linked. 
This tool was found to be useful and practical in exploring the ways that how aid could feed in 
into a conflict or could promote the process of peace building. 

After a heated discussion and interesting exchange of their thoughts, the participants 
highlighted the following negative impacts of aid and connectors where they were implementing 
their assistance programmes: 

No Negative impacts':otaid 
. . .. . .. .. . ... ::Connector.s.n:::::::' :::,,::::u::: ::u::n::: ::::-:.:: 

.. 
:::: : : : :: : :::.::: ······· .. .... ... . 

::::::: : :::: :: :::·: :: :. :.:: : .· .. · .. · .. . ... ... :::: :: :: : :: : : ::: : : : :::::::: :: :-::::-::.::: · · ·· 

1 Lack of trust among people Common religion 

2 Negative competition for receiving aid Common race/traditions/culture 

3 Insufficient utilisation of available human Common language 
resources 

4 Taking precedence of the aid organisation to Common interest 
the real need of the people 

5 Ignoring local culture Family relationship and kinship/inter marriages 

6 Overlooking the role of local capacities for Common and often the same needs 
peace 

· 7 
) 

Giving aid to a very limited number of Common social and economic resources 
beneficiaries 

8 Further weakening of social cohesion Common belief and view points 

9 Unjust distribution of aid Living for a long time in the same constituency 
.. 

10 Overlooking the public benefit/giving priority for Mutual respect to their common values 
private than the public 

11 Misinformation Having, most often, ·common shura 

12 Increasing the expectation of people by giving Common friends or sometimes common enemies 
unrealistic promises 

13 Damaging group work of people by encouraging Same occupation 
people to work on the basis of food for work or 
other means 

14 Creation of laziness Their dependency on each others work 

15 Distribution of unnecessary commodities, where Having dignity and respect in their society 
they are in need of something else 

.. : \ 
' .. ) 

TI1e participants, in smaller groups, take the opportunity to share their own points of view regarding connectors 
and negative impacts of aid. 
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3. 7- Developing an Action Plan 

The participants developed an 
action plan regarding 
complementary activities for their 
effective involvement in the peace 
building process at the levels 
possible for them. The participants 
appreciated the action plan to be 
shared with their respected 
organisations. The produced 
action plan could be a reliable 
base for follow up and further 
evaluation programmes. Please 
refer to annex I. 

3.8- Closing of the Workshop 

Heads of CA, NPO/RRAA, 
: .) DACAAR, AREA, and planning 

department in Herat were invited 
at the closing ceremony and 
distribution of certificates for the 
participants on 28 October. The 
certificates were distributed by Mr. 
Hayat Fazel, Head of NPO/RRAA, 
Dr. Karen and Simon Richards, 
Executive directors of CA, 
representative of the Planning 
Department. 

Almost all participants were given 
a chance to talk and reflect their 
observation and suggestions, in 
addition to their written ones, 
during the closing ceremony. Mr. 
Sayed Ismail from AREA 
expressed his cordial thanks and 

Arbab Nairn, Head of Kushk district local shura, explains his points of 
views regarding to the developed action plan for further and effective 
engagement In the peace building process. 

gratitude, on behalf of the participants, to UNDP for funding such a useful workshop, CA for 
organising, NPO for providing the venue, and CPAU for conducting the workshop. 

It is worth mentioning that some nine people have shown their readiness for joining CPAU as 
its members. Accordingly they filled the membership forms, as their first commitment rds 
their-further engagement in practical peace building activities. ~ E. R r 

0 )-

4- Observations from the workshop: 
Q; 

The observations could be summed up as follows: ~ ~ ' · 
• All participants were very much eager to know the immediate solutions to con · t and 

much appreciated the sessions on negotiation and mediation. As through implementing 
their projects, in a way, they had to mediate between the beneficiaries. 

• Although, CPAU, very much, appreciates the level of co-operation extended from aid 
organisations in releasing their staff for two week, but sometimes they asked their staff (the 
workshop participants) to carry out some other duties as well. This would not only reduce 
the level of their participation, but also would disturb the workshop sessions. 
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The local authorities were always asking the organisers of such workshops to invite their 
representatives, but this was the second workshop that the local authorities apologised for 
not being able to send their representative. Although, the main reason, as they themselves, 
said was the limitation of their staff, who were hardly able to carry out their duties. The 
representative of the Planning Department was not able to attend at afternoon's sessions. 
He explained this because of his work with a private company, as his salary is hardly 
enough for his family survival for a week. 

• Inviting the local authorities in the opening of such training programmes, usually carry good 
messages, as the Head of the Planning Department showed his readiness for further co
operation with NGOs and other aid organisations. 

• The level of hospitality and co-operation extended by NPO/RRAA office was beyond the 
facilitators expectation. As all proper measures were arranged in a way that would prevent 
any casual delay in the schedule. 

• It was very encouraging that the participants expressed their readiness for maintaining 
working contacts with each other at the end of the workshop. 

At the end of the workshop, CPAU through heads of some aid organisations, who were 
present in the closing ceremony, distributed the participation certificate to the participants. 

;_ Conclusion 
"he process of peace building, particularly the WWC/DNH training workshops, should not be a 
~ ne-ofT and training for the sake of training. The main idea of networking should be further 
t rengthened, which requires further follow up and regular contacts with the participants and 
ke-minded individuals as well as organisations. This would also need to specifically focus to 
ave such awareness raising and training programmes at the community level as well. 

would be very much helpful for the aid organisations to institutionalise and apply, in the 
ossible ways, the concepts of 'Peace Building and Do No Harm' during implementation and 
eli very of their assistance. 
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6- Summary of the Evaluation by participants 

At the end of the training workshop, the facilitators distributed evaluation forms to all 
participants to express their impression and observation, as well as their suggestions for further 
improvement of the workshop. 

Regarding the timing of the workshop, 14 persons mentioned that two weeks was enough, 
while 9 suggested three week to be considered for the course from 08:00 to 13:00 hours 
without lunch, and 3 proposed the workshop not to be longer than 10 days. 

Kindly please express your views and recommendations for further improvement of the future 
training workshops. 

6.1- Questions: 

.) 

6.1.1- What are the most interesting and most useful topics of the course? 

All mentioned that almost all of the topics were interesting, but the most 
interesting ones were those which would enable us to analyse and peacefully 
handle a conflict- negotiation & meaiation particularly . 

6.1 .2- What are the least useful/interesting and not applicable topics? 

All of the participants said that there was no such a topic, as each of them in its 
place would have its own importance. 

6.1.3- Which methods did you find useful? 

All methods including usage of transparencies, graphics, group works, and 
plenary sessions were good, but the best method, as the participants suggested, 
was the group work that enhanced their participation in sharing their knowledge 
and experience with each other. 

6.1 .4- How do you assess the impact of the course in enabling you to take part in the 
process of peace building? 

Almost all of the participants were so optimistic about the positive impact of the 
course for their future life, and they assessed it very good. Some expressed that 
would that they had a chance to learn about this course much earlier, while 
some other mentioned that they have now found their place in the process, and 
how they can have a positive and active role in the process in their society. 

6.1 .5- Recommendation 

The participants suggested: 

• To conduct such a training course as frequently as possible 
• To conduct this course with understandable handouts for primary schools as 

well 
• To have follow up for the workshop 
• To include the directors of the organisations as the participants for their better 

management and further improvement in leading their organisations 
• To conduct this workshop for the community shuras as well as other influential 

people 
• To associate some holy verses relevant to all sessions. 
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7- list of the participants 

No Participar~t : :. : Pt9~~i~~~i~n:: •: . J:ob::titJe :: . . .. ...... .... ... .. 
····· · ·· ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1 Sayed Ghias II Community Mobilizer 
:- 2 Mohd. Yusuf Etemad AHDAA Technical Co-ordinator 

13 Abdul Jalil AHDAA Head of Agriculture Section 

j 4 Ahmad Zaki AMAA Computer Operator 

[ 5 Sher Afghan AMAA Master Trainer 
t 6 Ghulam Jailani AMAA Field Monitor 

i 7 NoorSaeed AMAA Master Trainer 
8 Mohammad Farhad AMAA Master Trainer 

. g Mohd. Afzal Afzali AREA Community Mobilizer 
i 10 Zekrullah AREA Micro Credit Officer 

11 Sayed lsmaeel AREA Head of Micro Credit & Deposit 
: Branch f:E . Haji Ghulam Siddiq AREA Community Mobilizer 

1' ) Jlasoud Temory ARF Head of Engineering section 

i 14 Sadduddin DACAAR Community Mobilizer 
15 Mohd. Qasem Nazari DACAAR Head of Water Supply Dept. 
16 Noor Ahmad DACAAR Supervisor of Agriculture . 

Section 
17 Ghulam Yusuf DACAAR Community Mobilizer 
18 Abdul Rahman DACAAR Community Mobilizer 
19 Naimatullah Turkani DACAAR Head of Agriculture Section 

[ 20 Mohammad Taher lAM Field worker 
I 21 Mohammad Nairn Rahmani Kushk village Arbab and head of shura 
L 

22 Mawlawi Abdul Wahab Atayee Orphanage Head of Abu Hanifa 
Orphanage 

23 Nazar Mohammad Planning Dept. Director of NGOs Co-ordination 
24 Asmatullah Shahnan SIEAL Field Monitor 
2"5 Najibullah SIEAL II 

~ : \bdul Sattar Fazeli SIEAL Orphanage Teacher 
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